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SUMMARY

The extent to which the three-dimensional organiza-
tion of the genome contributes to chromosomal
translocations is an important question in cancer
genomics. We generated a high-resolution Hi-C
spatial organization map of the G1-arrested mouse
pro-B cell genome and used high-throughput
genome-wide translocation sequencing to map
translocations from target DNA double-strand
breaks (DSBs) within it. RAG endonuclease-cleaved
antigen-receptor loci are dominant translocation
partners for target DSBs regardless of genomic
position, reflecting high-frequency DSBs at these
loci and their colocalization in a fraction of cells. To
directly assess spatial proximity contributions, we
normalized genomic DSBs via ionizing radiation.
Under these conditions, translocations were highly
enriched in cis along single chromosomes containing
target DSBs and within other chromosomes and
subchromosomal domains in a manner directly
related to pre-existing spatial proximity. By com-
bining two high-throughput genomic methods in
a genetically tractable system, we provide a new
lens for viewing cancer genomes.
INTRODUCTION

Recurrent chromosomal translocations are hallmarks of many

cancers (Zhang et al., 2010; Gostissa et al., 2011). These trans-

locations often represent rare events in tumor progenitors that

are highly selected for contribution to oncogenicity. Thus,

because cancer genome studies examine only the final outcome

of a multistep transformation, the complex genomic alterations

observed are often difficult to fully interpret (Stratton, 2011).

Notably, factors that mechanistically enhance translocations
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can promote recurrent nononcogenic translocations in tumors

and also promote particular oncogenic translocations (Wang

et al., 2009; Gostissa et al., 2009a). Most translocations are

formed by end-joining of two double-strand breaks (DSBs)

(Stephens et al., 2009). Thus, mechanistic factors that could

influence translocations include DSB frequency at translocating

loci, factors that promote physical juxtaposition (‘‘synapsis’’) of

DSBs, and factors that circumvent cellular DSB repair pathways

that promote normal rejoining (Zhang et al., 2010).

DSBs are major drivers of translocations (Tsai and Lieber,

2010; Chiarle et al., 2011; Klein et al., 2011). Lymphoid malig-

nancies commonly have recurrent translocations involving

programmed DSBs in antigen-receptor loci as one partner. In

developing lymphocytes, such DSBs are introduced into both

immunoglobulin (Ig) and T cell receptor (TCR) loci by the RAG

endonuclease during V(D)J recombination (Schatz and Swan-

son, 2011). In mature B cells, assembled Ig loci can be broken

downstream of activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID)

activity during Ig heavy chain (IgH) class switch recombination

(CSR) (Liu and Schatz, 2009). Recurrent antigen-receptor

locus translocations in lymphoid malignancies reflect both

high-frequency programmed DSBs within these loci as well as

ability of their powerful enhancers to activate translocated

oncogenes (Gostissa et al., 2009b).

Sources of DSBs in non-Ig translocation partners are less well-

characterized (Tsai and Lieber, 2010). Mouse studies implicated

AID-initiated c-myc DSBs in translocations (Robbiani et al.,

2008); and human tumor analyses suggested that collaborations

between AID and RAG generate DSBs leading to oncogene

translocations (Tsai et al., 2008). High-throughput genome-

wide translocation sequencing (‘‘HTGTS’’) studies (Chiarle

et al., 2011) and studies using a similar approach (Klein et al.,

2011) showed that I-SceI DSBs within IgH or c-myc translocate

to other DSBs widely across the genome. In these studies,

endogenous translocation hot spots were generated by AID-

induced DSBs within off-target genes, whereas a broader set

of genome-wide translocations were associated with transcrip-

tion start sites (‘‘TSSs’’) (Chiarle et al., 2011; Klein et al., 2011).

Beyond transcription, cell-intrinsic factors such as oxidative
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metabolism or replication stress, or cell-extrinsic factors such

as ionizing radiation (IR) or chemotherapeutics may generate

DSBs (Tsai and Lieber, 2010). In general, DSBs outside of

antigen-receptor loci, for example in c-myc, are likely rate

limiting for translocations (Wang et al., 2009). In this regard,

recurrent translocations in nonlymphoid tumors, for example in

myeloid leukemias or prostate cancers, may be driven by onco-

genic selection for rare events and/or reflect mechanistic drivers

other than DSBs (Kurzrock et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2009; Mani

et al., 2009).

Fusion of two DSBs to generate translocations requires their

synapsis. Chromosomes occupy distinct nuclear territories

(Cremer and Cremer, 2010) and are further organized into open

and closed chromatin domains within different nuclear compart-

ments (Gilbert et al., 2004; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Due to

the substantial heterogeneity in spatial genome organization,

most transcribed genes colocalize in at least a small subset of

cells (Simonis et al., 2006; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). The

nonrandom nuclear positions of genes and chromosomes have

led to the notion that close spatial proximity of two genomic

sequences may promote their preferential translocations (Mea-

burn et al., 2007). Accordingly, cytogenetic studies showed

several genes that contribute to translocations were, on average,

in relatively close proximity (e.g., Neves et al., 1999; Roix et al.,

2003; Osborne et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009), and live-cell

imaging studies showed DSBs to be relatively immobile (Souto-

glou et al., 2007). However, analysis of the overall influence of

genome organization on translocations requires a comprehen-

sive characterization of three-dimensional (3D) genome struc-

ture and measurement of the landscape of potential transloca-

tions in the same cellular system. We now directly assess the

impact of DSB location within the 3D genome on translocation

potential by mapping the genome structure of a G1-arrested

mouse pro-B cell line with Hi-C and identifying the translocations

that form with an induced DSB in these cells.

RESULTS

G1-Arrested Pro-B cells as a Model System to Study
Translocation Mechanisms
HTGTS and related studies of translocations in activated mouse

B cells revealed enrichment of translocations along chromo-

some (chr) 15 on which the target I-SceI site in c-myc was

located, suggesting, among other possibilities, potential effects

related to chromosome organization (Chiarle et al., 2011; Klein

et al., 2011). However, these studies did not determine whether

enrichment was only on the true ‘‘cis’’ chromosome or on

both chr15 copies. Further studies to determine effects of

chromosomal organization on translocations in such activated

B cells are limited by potentially confounding factors. First,

actively transcribed AID translocation hot spots, as well collec-

tively abundant transcription-associated translocations, may

be driven both by increased DSB frequency as well as by

propensity of actively transcribed genes to associate (Gilbert

et al., 2004; Simonis et al., 2006; Lieberman-Aiden et al.,

2009). Second, in activated cycling B cells, there are changes

in genome organization and various cellular selections imposed

as cells traverse the cell cycle. Finally, analysis of multiple I-SceI
integration sites on different chromosomes is required to fully

assess genome organization effects. Therefore, we developed

a cell line system that overcomes these potential caveats.

We employed Bcl-2 transgenic Abelson Murine Leukemia

Virus (A-MuLV) transformed pro-B cell lines that, in response to

treatment with v-abl inhibitor STI571, arrest in the G1 cell-cycle

phase (Bredemeyer et al., 2006) (Figure 1A). The STI571-

mediated G1 arrest also induces RAG, which cleaves the en-

dogenous Igk, providing a positive control for frequent endoge-

nous DSBs. For introduction of targeted DSBs at defined loci,

we randomly integrated a retroviral substrate containing 26

I-SceI target sites (to increase cutting efficiency) and isolated

different pro-B clones that each had a unique, single genomic

substrate integration. To generate DSBs at these sites, we stably

expressed an I-SceI-GR fusion protein (Chiarle et al., 2011),

which allowed ligand-inducible cleavage of I-SceI substrates

following G1 arrest (Figure 1A).

Pro-B cells display little cytogenetic instability, even when

deficient for nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) DSB repair

(Sekiguchi et al., 2001). Correspondingly, when HTGTS libraries

were prepared from wild-type (WT) G1-arrested A-MuLV trans-

formants with an I-SceI substrate in chr15, we failed to observe

translocations to Igk (chr6) and also found an increased back-

ground of artifactual junctions compared to what we found in

activated B cells (Chiarle et al., 2011) (Figures S1A and S1B

available online). These findings suggested a low translocation

frequency in WT pro-B lines that reduced our ability to generate

large numbers of translocation junctions. DSBs activate the

Ataxia-Telangiectasia mutated (ATM) kinase, which then phos-

phorylates multiple substrates. We previously showed that

ATM deficiency results in dramatic cytogenetic instability in

pro-B cells (Sekiguchi et al., 2001). In the absence of ATM,

V(D)J recombination DSBs in A-MuLV transformants progress

to chromosome breaks and translocations (Bredemeyer et al.,

2006). Correspondingly, upon treating chr15-integrated and

chr2-integrated WT pro-B lines with ATM inhibitor (Ku55933

or ‘‘ATMi’’) before generation of HTGTS libraries, we found

dramatic Igk hot spots for both, as well asmultiple translocations

into other RAG targets including IgH, TCRg, and TCRa loci

(Figure S1A; Table S1). Therefore, we focused subsequent

studies on genetically ATM-deficient (ATM�/�) pro-B cell lines.

We generated large-scale translocation libraries from three

ATM�/� pro-B lines in which I-SceI substrates were integrated,

respectively, into chr18, chr2, or chr7 (Table S1). Consistent

with ATMi-treated WT line results, predominant translocations

in ATM�/� lines were within endogenous Igk and other RAG

target loci (Figures 1B, 2, 3, and S2), with up to 25% of total

junctions occurring within these loci. Junctions that were not to

antigen receptor loci tended to be spread across the genome.

In addition, we observed increased junctions near the I-SceI

breaksite, which were substantially comprised of resections

(Figure S3B) (Chiarle et al., 2011). Even when junctions within

2 Mb of the breaksite were excluded, however, we observed

a mild preference for junctions along the length of the same

chromosome on which the I-SceI sequence was targeted

(Figures 1C, 2, 3, and S2). Finally, we observed dominant

junctions to Igk for two additional integrations on chr2, as well

as integrations on chr3 and chr13 (Table S1).
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IR Treatment of G1-Arrested ATM-Deficient Pro-B Lines
Normalizes DSB Frequency Genome-wide
The finding that I-SceI DSBs in eight different chromosomal

sites form frequent translocations with five different antigen-

receptor loci indicates that high-frequency DSBs can dominate

translocation patterns. In this regard, we propose that the

rate at which particular translocations are formed should be

influenced by the product of at least three variables: namely,

the frequencies of DSBs at each partner site and the frequency

at which these sites are synapsed. As illustrated by the

extremes of such a model, highly frequent DSBs at one site

would not drive translocations to a frequently synapsed site

that was not broken, whereas frequent DSBs at two sites would

not drive translocations between them if they were never

proximal. Further tests of this model require normalization of

DSB frequency across the genome so that proximity is an

overall rate-limiting factor. For this purpose, we g-irradiated

G1-arrested pro-B lines at a dosage that generates several

hundred random DSBs per genome (Rothkamm and Löbrich,

2003). We reasoned that such ectopically introduced DSBs

would obviate dominant endogenous DSBs as the main driving

force for translocations. Accordingly, in IR-treated cells, the

percentage of junctions within Ig and TCR loci decreased

substantially (Figure 1B and Table S1). However, Igk still repre-

sented a weaker translocation hot spot after IR (Figures 1B and

S3A), suggesting that IR-introduced random DSB frequency

remained lower than that of the endogenous Igk DSBs. In addi-

tion, in contrast to nonirradiated mature B cells (Chiarle et al.,

2011), we did not observe enrichment of translocation junctions

around TSSs in the g-irradiated pro-B lines (Figures 1D–1F),

supporting the notion that IR treatment helped normalize

a broader distribution of DSBs.

IR treatment generated a dramatic effect on the distribution of

translocations across pro-B cell chromosomes. We observed

a tremendous increase in the proportion of junctions along the

full length of the (numerical) chromosome harboring the target

I-SceI DSBs and not just in the area proximal to the breaksite

(Figures 1C, 2, 3, and S2). Indeed, much of the chromosome

harboring individual breaksites, in effect, became a translocation

hot spot, with the overall level of junctions ranging from 25%–

40% of the total. This phenomenon was observed for all eight

separate I-SceI integrations. Based on studies of chromosome

territories in cycling human cells (Bolzer et al., 2005; Lieber-

man-Aiden et al., 2009), we speculated that enriched breaksite
Figure 1. HTGTS to Study the Role of Genome Organization in Promot

(A) Treatment of cycling A-MuLV-transformed pro-B lines with STI571 leads to G

with TA (triamcinolone acetonide) leads to translocation of I-SceI-GR into the nu

with 5Gy IR introduces random DSBs.

(B) Dominant RAG-initiated antigen-receptor locus translocations. The observed/

TCRg, and TCRa) are shown for I-SceI targets on chr18, chr2, and chr7 based on

cells not treated with IR, and open bars represent values from cells treated with

(C) Dominant occurrence of translocations in I-SceI breaksite chromosome. After

of translocations (pooled data from Table S1) on breaksite chromosomes for di

represent samples from cells not IR treated, whereas open bars represent samp

(D–F) Genome-wide distribution of translocations relative to TSSs. Junctions fr

assigned a distance to the nearest TSS. Breaksite proximal junctions (±1 Mb)

Translocation junctions are binned at 100 bp intervals. ‘‘n’’ represents the numb

See also Figure S1.
chromosome translocations subsequent to IR may reflect

spatial proximity of sequences along individual chromosomes.

Allele-Specific Translocation Analysis of cis-
Translocations
To test whether or not the high level of translocations on the

breaksite-containing chromosome represented true cis-translo-

cations, we generated A-MuLV-transformed pro-B cell lines

from 129/BALB/c F1 mice and introduced into them a single-

copy retroviral construct containing a V(D)J recombination

substrate (Bredemeyer et al., 2006). We used this substrate

because of its high efficiency of generating DSBs and transloca-

tions in the ATM-deficient pro-B lines (Mahowald et al., 2009).

We treated two cell lines that, respectively, contained a substrate

integrated into the BALB/c-derived chr7 and into the 129-

derived chr9 with STI571 and ATMi to promote unrepaired

DSBs within integrated V(D)J substrates and also with IR to

generate genome-wide DSBs (Figure 4). Translocation patterns

of RAG-generated DSBs strongly resembled those generated

from I-SceI-initiated DSBs after IR treatment, with libraries

from both chr7 and chr9 integrations being enriched for junc-

tions at antigen-receptor loci and all along the breaksite chromo-

some (Figures S4A and S4B). Thus, our general findings with

I-SceI DSBs can be generalized to more than one type of target

DSB and, more specifically, to a known class of physiological

DSBs. We extracted and plotted 129 versus BALB/c allele-

specific translocations based on available single-nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) (Yalcin et al., 2011) (Figures 4A, 4B,

S4C, and S4D). After removal of junctions lying within 2 Mb of

the breaksite to remove resections, we observed enriched

breaksite chromosome translocations only on the BALB/c

allele for chr7 integration and only on the 129 allele for chr9

integration, indicating that they were, indeed, enriched only on

the cis-chromosome (Figures 4 and S4E–S4J). Translocations

to other chromosomes showed no allele-specific bias.

Hi-C Analysis Reveals the Spatial Organization
of G1-Arrested Mouse Pro-B Cell Genome
To determine whether the spectrum of translocations observed

by HTGTS was related to pre-existing spatial juxtaposition

frequencies of translocation partners, we performed Hi-C

(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) to map the spatial organization

of the complete genome in G1-arrested ATM�/� and WT pro-B

cells prior to induction of DSBs and irradiation. Hi-C combines
ing Translocations

1 cell-cycle arrest, RAG activation, and V(D)J recombination at Igk. Treatment

cleus. Expression of a Bcl-2 transgene prevents apoptosis. Treatment of cells

expected ratios of translocations within five antigen-receptor loci (Igk, IgH, Igl,

pooled HTGTS data from Table S1. Filled bars represent values from indicated

5Gy IR.

breaksite proximal junctions (±1 Mb) were removed, observed/expected ratios

fferent clones (i.e., chr18, chr2, and chr7, respectively) are shown. Filled bars

les from cells treated with 5Gy IR.

om I-SceI targets on chr18 (D), chr2 (E), and chr7 (F) upon IR treatment are

as well as antigen-receptor locus and two chr18 hot spots were removed.

er of junctions within 20 kb of TSS.
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Figure 2. Genome-wide Distribution of Translocations from Chr18 I-SceI Breaksite

Genome-wide map of translocations from the I-SceI cassette in chr18 (labeled by blue arrow) in A-MuLV-transformed ATM�/� pro-B cells. The genome was

divided into 2 Mb bins, and the number of unique translocations within each bin represented by colored dots with a black dot indicating one translocation, a red

dot 5, a yellow dot 20, and a green dot 100. Junctions from STI571- and TA-treated cells are plotted on the left side of each chromosome ideogram, whereas

translocations from STI571-, TA-, and 5Gy IR-treated cells are plotted on the right side. Ig/TCR hot spots are indicated by green arrows. Centromere (Cen) and

telomere (Tel) positions are indicated. Data are from pooled HTGTS libraries. See also Figure S2.

912 Cell 148, 908–921, March 2, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.



Figure 3. Genome-wide Distribution of Translocations from Chr2 I-SceI Breaksite

Genome-wide map of translocations originating from the I-SceI cassette in chr2, labeled by blue arrow, from A-MuLV-transformed ATM�/� mouse pro-B cells.

Other details are as for Figure 2. See also Figure S3.
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Figure 4. Allele-Specific Distribution of Chromosomal Trans-

locations in F1 A-MuLV Transformants

(A and B) V(D)J recombination substrates (‘‘DEL-CJ’’) were integrated into the

129/BALB/cJ pro-B genome within the chr7 BALB/cJ allele in one line

(A; ‘‘Chr7DEL-CJ’’) and the chr9 129 allele in a different line (B; ‘‘Chr9DEL-CJ’’).

Translocation libraries from the V(D)J substrates were generated by HTGTS,

and translocations were mapped to the BALB/cJ versus 129 alleles based on

available SNPs. The circos plots show the distribution of allelic-specific

junctions within the two copies of chr7 (A) and the two copies of chr9 (B) for

the Chr7DEL-CJ and Chr9DEL-CJ lines, respectively. Individual translocations

are represented as arcs originating from V(D)J DSBs (blue arrows) and
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chromosome conformation capture (3C, Dekker et al., 2002) with

purification of ligation junctions followed by deep sequencing to

detect and quantify chromosomal interactions throughout the

genome. The resulting Hi-C data provide insights into the folding

of the mouse genome in the ATM�/� cells that were used for

analysis of translocations (Figure 5) as well as in WT pro-B cells

(Figure S5). A two-dimensional heat map of interactions

throughout the genome, where each pixel represents all interac-

tions between two 10 Mb regions, shows that intrachromosomal

interactions are much more frequent than interchromosomal

interactions (Figure 5A), reflecting ‘‘chromosome territories’’

that have been observed previously by Hi-C and cell imaging

(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Mayer et al., 2005). When we

analyzed interactions within single chromosomes at higher reso-

lution (1 Mb), we found a decreasing interaction frequency with

increasing genomic distance (Figures 5B and 5D), which is char-

acteristic of the flexible polymer nature of the chromatin fiber

(Dekker et al., 2002).

The intrachromosomal interaction maps are also character-

ized by reproducible ‘‘plaid’’ patterns of alternating regions

with high and low interaction frequency (Figures 5B and S5D).

This pattern becomes even more obvious upon normalizing

Hi-C signals for genomic distance and displaying the correla-

tions between interaction profiles of loci (Figure 5C). Previous

work showed that the first principle component of this correlation

map captures this plaid pattern, with positive values corre-

sponding to open and transcriptionally active domains (A

domains), and negative values corresponding to closed and

inactive chromatin (B domains) (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009).

In these G1-arrested ATM�/� and WT cells, we found that this

domain structure correlated with gene density, showing that

the G1 mouse genome is compartmentalized in A and B

domains, similar to human (Figures 5C and S5E).

In cycling human cells, intrachromosomal contact probability

(P(s)) has been shown to decay rapidly as a function of genomic

distance (s), following a power law with exponent �1 (P(s)�s�1)

for loci separated by 0.5–7 Mb. This represents a fractal globule

conformation, a polymer state characterized by dense packing in

the absence of topological entanglements (Lieberman-Aiden

et al., 2009; Mirny, 2011). When we plotted the Hi-C data for

mouse G1-arrested cells in a similar fashion, we found a power

law scaling with exponent �1 for loci separated by 0.5 up to at

least 5Mb, indicating that mouse chromatin in G1 cells also folds

according to a fractal globule (Figures 5D and S5F).

Whole chromosomes within the mammalian nucleus often

occupy preferred positions relative to one another (Boyle et al.,

2001; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Sengupta et al., 2008).

Indeed, in the G1-arrested mouse pro-B cells, we also find that
terminating at the partner sites in BALB/cJ (left) or 129 (right) chromosomes.

The 2 Mb chromosomal region spanning substrate integration sites was

omitted from analyses.

(C) Bar graphs show the relative allelic distribution of translocations on the

BALB/cJ- and 129-derived chr7 and chr9 for V(D)J recombination substrates

integrated into chr7 and chr9. The 2 Mb chromosomal region spanning the

substrate integration site was omitted from analyses. The results were

calculated for each replicate separately, then averaged and displayed with ±

standard error of the mean (SEM).

See also Figure S4.
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Figure 5. Hi-C Analysis of G1-Arrested ATM�/� Mouse Pro-B Cell Genome Spatial Organization

(A) Heat map representing the genome-wide chromatin interaction map at 10 Mb resolution. Color intensity indicates the corrected number of Hi-C sequencing

reads from each pair of interacting fragments. Regions with many large restriction fragments (>100 kb) or no uniquely mapped reads are shown in gray.

(B) Higher-resolution map (1 Mb bins smoothed with a 200 kb step size) of intrachromosomal interactions along chr18.

(C) Correlation map of chr18 at 1 Mb resolution shows chromosome compartmentalization. The first principal component eigenvector (below heat map: ‘‘A’’ and

‘‘B’’ refer to active and inactive chromatin states) identifies compartments and correlates with gene density.

(D) In log space, the number of Hi-C contacts between two genomic loci scales linearly with the genomic distance separating the loci. The slope of �1 indicates

a fractal globule polymer organization and is observed for loci separated by 0.5 to at least 5 Mb.

(E) Observed/expected number of contacts between all pairs of whole chromosomes (sorted by length). Red indicates enrichment; blue indicates depletion.

Chr13 is excluded due to a pre-existing translocation. All Hi-C data result from pooling all reads from five replicate experiments shown in Figure S5. Cell lines were

A-MuLV-transformed ATM�/� mouse pro-B cell lines arrested in G1 by STI571 treatment for 2 days.

See Figure S5 for WT results.
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the longest chromosomes (chr1, chr2, chr3, etc.) interact with

each other more frequently than with the shortest chromosomes

(chr17, chr18, chr19, etc.) and vice versa (Figure 5E). However,

intermediate length chromosomes have a less well-defined posi-

tion relative to other chromosomes (Figures 5E and S5G; see

below).

Overall, G1-arrested WT cells and ATM�/� cells showed

similar folding principles (Pearson correlation between WT and

ATM�/� around 0.98), indicating that, as judged at the current

resolution of Hi-C, ATM deficiency by itself does not affect

formation and relative positioning of chromosome territories,

chromosome compartmentalization in A and B domains, and

folding of chromatin according to a fractal globule (Figures

S5C–S5E). We observed changes in the precise genomic loca-

tions of A and B compartments in 8% of the genome of WT as

compared to ATM�/� cells, as expected given that these cells

may display some differences in gene expression (Bredemeyer

et al., 2008), which impacts the localization of genes in the A or

B compartment (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009).

Intrachromosomal Translocation Frequency Is
Correlated with Hi-C Contact Probability
We compared the features of 3D spatial genome organization in

the ATM�/� G1-arrested pro-B lines before translocations with

the patterns of translocations after I-SceI induction and IR

treatment. Themost obvious similarity between spatial organiza-

tion and translocation frequency is the enrichment of both chro-

matin interactions and translocations within the chromosome

harboring the I-SceI DSBs (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). This finding

suggests that enrichment for translocations on the breaksite

chromosome is driven by spatial proximity of regions of the

same chromosome. To investigate whether translocations corre-

late with spatial proximity at a finer scale within the breaksite

chromosome, we compared translocation frequency with inter-

action frequency between the chromosomal region containing

the I-SceI site and 1 Mb bins along the rest of the breaksite

chromosome (Figures 6A and 6B). The translocation profile

looks strikingly similar to and correlates strongly with the Hi-C

interaction frequency between the I-SceI site and other regions

along the breaksite chromosome for I-SceI sites on chr18,

chr2, and chr7 (Figures 6, S6D, and S6E). Thus, our findings

show that when acceptor DSBs are widely available along all

chromosomes (e.g., after IR), the spatial conformation of the

chromosome containing the breaksite is a strong predictor of

translocation frequency along that chromosome.

Translocations between Chromosomes Are Correlated
with Hi-C Contact Probability
To examine whether the correlation between translocations and

spatial interactions extends to interchromosomal events

genome-wide, we compared the frequency of interaction

between trans-chromosomal regions and the I-SceI breaksite

to their frequency of forming translocations. We excluded bins

that contained translocation hot spots related to Ig and TCR

loci. We then calculated the frequency of interaction between

5 Mb bins on trans-chromosomes and the I-SceI site to their

frequency of forming translocations with the I-SceI breaksite.

We found that bins with higher translocation counts (R2 translo-
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cations per 1,000 in the dataset) also had a significantly higher

distribution of Hi-C interaction scores with the induced breaksite

than bins with few or no translocations (<2 translocations per

1,000 in the dataset; Figure 7A). This result is statistically signif-

icant over a broad range of translocation thresholds (Figure S7A).

Thus, even though interchromosomal interactions are weaker

than intrachromosomal interactions, these weak preferences

affect the likelihood of translocations between interchromo-

somal regions. This significant correlation between translocation

frequency and Hi-C score is also evident when the average Hi-C

profile is plotted around bins that display frequent and infrequent

interchromosomal translocations with I-SceI sites (Figure S7B).

To evaluate the impact of whole-chromosome nuclear posi-

tioning on translocation frequency, we compared interaction

patterns of whole chromosomes (Figure 5E) with translocation

frequency across whole chromosomes. We observed a high

correlation between interchromosomal translocation frequen-

cies and whole-chromosome nuclear position for both the

chr18 and the chr2 I-SceI target sites (Figure 7B). Strikingly,

the chr2 and chr18 I-SceI target sites showed completely

different interchromosomal translocation distributions, which

correlated with their own specific interchromosomal nuclear

interaction profiles (Figure 7B). Thus, whereas DSB frequency

is presumably similar across all chromosomes in these two

experiments, the frequency of translocations differs dramatically

depending on the relative proximity of other chromosomes to the

I-SceI breaksite chromosome. Although we noted an occasional

discordance between whole-chromosome Hi-C interaction

levels and translocation frequency (such as the chr2 I-SceI site

with chr9), the correlation in these cases between translocation

frequency and spatial proximity was still significant at a 5 Mb

resolution (Figure S7D). Finally, like other medium-length chro-

mosomes, chr7 did not exhibit a strong positioning relative

to other whole chromosomes (Figure S7C). Correspondingly,

although we did not find a significant correlation between chr7

I-SceI DSB translocations and whole-chromosome position

(Figure S7E), we did find a positive correlation (R = 0.53) when

interchromosomal translocation frequency was compared to

the nuclear position of a smaller region of chr7 (1 Mb) around

the I-SceI target site (Figure S7E).

DISCUSSION

Our combined Hi-C and HTGTS analyses show definitively that

the 3D genome organization and spatial proximity among loci

strongly influence patterns of chromosomal rearrangements

and translocations genome-wide. Nuclear organization and

chromosome conformation have been implicated in gene regula-

tion (Cremer and Cremer, 2010) and, based on cytogenetic

studies (Neves et al., 1999; Roix et al., 2003; Meaburn et al.,

2007; Wang et al., 2009), have also been shown to influence

translocations. However, such cytogenetic studies have certain

limitations, including only being done for a single pair of genomic

loci and in a limited number of cells. In addition, the actual

definition of two proximal loci in cytogenetic studies has been

somewhat arbitrary (Neves et al., 1999; Mathas et al., 2009;

Mani et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009). Our

approach avoids such caveats, allowing clear demonstration
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Figure 6. Spatial Proximity Correlates with Translocation Frequency along the Chromosome Containing the Targeted I-SceI Break

(A) Top: Hi-C interactions between the 1 Mb bin containing the I-SceI site and other loci along the same chromosome (chr18; 1 Mb bins, 200 kb step). Bottom:

Translocation frequency (translocations per 1,000 in the dataset) along chr18 after IR (1 Mb bins, 200 kb step). Arrow indicates I-SceI integration site. Some peak

heights extend beyond the range shown (pink lines).

(B) Same graphs as (A) for cells with the I-SceI site in chr2.

(C) Log-log plot of post-IR translocation frequency versus Hi-C interaction frequency in each 1Mb bin along chr18 for the chr18 I-SceI integration site (left) or chr2

for the chr2 I-SceI integration site (right). Translocation counts are normalized by the total number of translocations in the dataset, and Hi-C counts are corrected

for coverage as described in the Extended Experimental Procedures. Pearson correlations (‘‘R’’) are shown. Points located within 1 Mb of the I-SceI site (red) are

excluded from the correlation calculation.

Similar results were obtained for the chr7 integration site (Figure S6).
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Figure 7. Translocations between Chromosomes or Subchromosomal Regions Are Correlated with Their Relative Spatial Proximity

(A) Cumulative distributions of Hi-C interaction frequencies are shown for trans-chromosome 5 Mb bins that have either ‘‘high translocations’’ (blue; R2

translocations/1,000 in dataset) or ‘‘low translocations’’ (red; <2 translocations/1,000 in dataset) with the I-SceI site after irradiation. A 1 Mb fixed bin around the

I-SceI site is used. Hi-C scores are displayed from high to low. The high translocation bins have significantly higher Hi-C scores than low translocation bins (one-

tailed KS test); this difference is significant compared to 1,000 random permutations of the translocation dataset (‘‘Permutation p-val’’). This result is valid for

a broad range of thresholds (Figure S7A).

(B) Different I-SceI-targeted break locations (indicated by arrows; left: chr18, right: chr2) display different whole-chromosome translocation frequency profiles

(blue) that correlate (R = Pearson correlation coefficient) with their different whole-chromosome proximity profiles (red). Log ratios of observed/expected

translocation frequencies and Hi-C interaction frequencies between whole chromosomes (calculated as in Figure 5E) are normalized to a maximum of 1.

Chromosomes are sorted by length.

All Ig and TCR hot spot loci are excluded from analyses in (A) and (B). See also Figure S7.
that spatial proximity can guide joining of DSBs genome-wide

to form translocations. Thus, in IR-treated G1-arrested pro-B

lines, where DSBs are not limiting, the position of a DSB can

vastly change the landscape of its predominant translocation

partners (Figure 7B). In addition, our study further shows that

cellular heterogeneity in the spatial conformation of the genome

allows high-frequency DSBs to dominate the translocation

landscape, even if they are not proximal in a large proportion of

the cells.

Our studies reveal the power of combining two high-

throughput genomic methods to address long-standing ques-

tions regarding the influence of nuclear organization on impor-

tant biological processes. The only previous mammalian Hi-C
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dataset studied genome organization in cycling human cells

(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Our current study demonstrates

the broad applicability of Hi-C by applying it to analyze the

genome organization of G1-arrested mouse pro-B lines. Appli-

cation of HTGTS and related methods to activated primary B

cells previously demonstrated that AID-initiated DSBs are the

major endogenous sources of translocations to c-myc and

IgH target I-SceI DSBs in that cell type (Chiarle et al., 2011;

Klein et al., 2011). Our current studies show an even stronger

contribution of RAG-initiated DSBs in generating high-

frequency translocations with target I-SceI DSBs in multiple

different chromosomal locations in ATM�/� A-MuLV-trans-

formed pro-B lines. Therefore, endogenous DSBs generated



in the context of antigen-receptor locus diversification domi-

nate the translocation landscape in both pro-B cells and mature

B cells. Notably, we found frequent translocations to multiple

known RAG targets including various T cell receptor loci in

the pro-B lines, even though some of these loci are not thought

to be highly accessible to RAG in pro-B cells, demonstrating

the sensitivity of HTGTS for revealing ‘‘off-target’’ RAG-initiated

DSBs.

Hi-C Analyses of Genome Organization in G1-Arrested
Mouse Pro-B Cells
Our Hi-C data show that basic features of chromosome and

nuclear organization previously described for human cells can

be extended to mouse cells. As in human cells, mouse chromo-

somes are compartmentalized in A and B compartments, and

chromatin at the Mb scale folds according to a fractal globule.

In addition, chromosomes display preferred relative positions,

with longer chromosomes preferentially associating with each

other, as do the shorter chromosomes. These similarities are

striking, given that mouse chromosomes are fewer in number

than human chromosomes and differ in their centromere place-

ment (acrocentric). Together with the recent characterization

of Drosophila genome organization (Sexton et al., 2012), this

mouse Hi-C dataset reveals functional organization of chro-

matin that is common across species. In addition, whereas

previous Hi-C analyses were complicated by the use of cycling

cells, resulting in interaction maps representing the average of

all chromosome conformations throughout the cell cycle

(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009), our current Hi-C map of G1-

arrested cells represents a far more homogeneous interphase

organization. Similar features between G1-arrested cells and

cycling cells likely arise from a large fraction of cells being in

G1 in a population of cycling cells. Though cell-type-specific

differences in genome organization are expected, the mouse

Hi-C data generated here can inform a broad range of future

studies of the implications of genome folding in cell function

in this important model organism.

Our Hi-C data provide the highest resolution analysis of the

spatial organization of a mammalian genome to date. The Hi-C

libraries were sequenced approximately 5–10 timesmore deeply

than in previous studies (Figure S6; Table S2). We estimate that

the resolution of intrachromosomal interaction detection is

around 100 Kb, whereas interchromosomal interactions can be

assessed at about 1 Mb resolution (Figure S6). Previous Hi-C

maps for human cells allowed a resolution of about 1 Mb in cis

and 5 Mb in trans. In our study, we find strong correlations

between intrachromosomal translocation frequencies and Hi-C

interaction frequencies when we compare these phenomena at

1 Mb resolution. When we analyze our Hi-C data at the highest

level of resolution (i.e., 100 Kb), we find that the correlation

between spatial proximity and translocation frequency is

reduced, though it remains high (Figure S6C). This somewhat

lower correlation at a very local level may reflect the local move-

ment of DSBs within a distance of a few hundred Kb, consistent

with previously described Brownian motion of chromatin over

distances up to 0.5–1 mm (Marshall et al., 1997). This DSBmove-

ment on a very local scale may also contribute to synapsis of

sequences that are spatially proximal.
Heterogeneity in Genome Organization Allows
Recurrent DSBs to Drive Translocations
The view of genome organization provided by Hi-C reflects

cellular heterogeneity. Thus, the observed number of molecules

in a Hi-C experiment that represents a certain interaction

corresponds to the fraction of cells in the experiment in which

those genomic regions were proximal. Our Hi-C studies show

that five antigen-receptor locus translocation ‘‘hot spots’’ (IgH,

Igk, Igl, TCRa/d, TCRg) have a finite probability of contacting

eight different randomly integrated I-SceI loci, indicating that

these 40 different pairs of loci are in close spatial proximity in

a subpopulation of cells (Figure S3C). This genomic spatial

heterogeneity in the G1-arrested pro-B cells allows high-

frequency antigen-receptor locus DSBs and frequent I-SceI

DSBs to translocate in the fraction of cells where their contact

occurs. Thus, our findings support the proposed model in which

translocation frequency is a function of DSB frequency at two

sites and the fraction of individual cells in a population in which

the sites are juxtaposed. The latter will, in part, reflect known

heterogeneity in the genomic spatial organization, as well as

known factors that cause certain classes of genes (e.g., genes

that are actively transcribed or exist on similar-sized chromo-

somes) to have an increased chance of being proximal (Gilbert

et al., 2004; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009).

Impact of Spatial Proximity within the Genome
on Cancer Genomes
By saturating the genomewith DSBs, we generated a situation in

which high-frequency DSBs in a limited number of locations no

longer totally dominate translocations. Under these conditions,

spatial proximity of two DSBs is a dominant factor in determining

the landscape of translocations genome-wide. By extension, our

findings on the ability of spatial proximity to guide translocations

indicate that if a locus is broken very infrequently, it would

translocate to a potential target DSB, whether it occurred at

high or low frequency, and at a rate that would be strongly

influenced by spatial proximity. This finding has great relevance

to translocations in cancer because it is likely that, other than

major RAG- or AID-initiated DSBs in antigen-receptor loci,

DSBs in many partner translocation targets in lymphoid cells

and translocation-initiating DSBs in other cell types likely occur

at low frequency. Indeed, in many nonlymphoid cancers, factors

other than DSB generation, such as spatial proximity, may play

a much more important role than in lymphoid cancers (Lin

et al., 2009; Mani et al., 2009). In addition, formation of trans-

locations between randomly generated DSBs, such as those

induced by chemotherapies and radiotherapies, will likely reflect

a strong influence of spatial proximity like what we observe upon

IR treatment of pro-B lines. Our findings also suggest that

spatial proximity may be a major driving force for the activation

of certain oncogenes via translocation to a wide range of recur-

rent partners (Ohno, 2006; Barreca et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2009).

We show that spatial proximity leads to a tremendous prefer-

ence for DSBs to translocate to sites all along the true cis-

chromosome on which they reside and not just near the

breaksite. Such notions have been speculated (Chiarle et al.,

2011; Klein et al., 2011; Mahowald et al., 2009) but never before

tested. This finding should facilitate interpretation of cancer
Cell 148, 908–921, March 2, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 919



genomes and the evolution of increasingly complex karyotypes.

As one example, preferential joining of cis-DSBs along a

chromosome might have mechanistic relevance for chromo-

thripsis, a chromosome catastrophe phenomenon that results

in extensive intrachromosomal rearrangements in various

cancer genomes (Stephens et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Rausch

et al., 2012). Thus, chromothripsis may be promoted by the

intrinsic spatial organization of given chromosomes such that

DSBs within them are highly likely to be re-ligated to another

DSB on the same chromosome. cis-translocation preferences

may also contribute to the predisposition of DSBs to be fused

intrachromosomally by classical NHEJ (C-NHEJ) (Ferguson

et al., 2000). Finally, spatial organization of chromosomes in

cancer progenitors may contribute to particular initial onco-

genic rearrangements, with changes in spatial organization

during subsequent stages of cancer progression influencing

accumulation of additional genomic rearrangements.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Lines

A-MuLV-transformed cell lines were generated as described (Bredemeyer

et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008). A retroviral construct containing 263 I-SceI sites

was randomly integrated in the genome. F1 mice were generated by crossing

BABL/cJ and 129S6. For F1 cells, a retroviral construct containing DEL-CJ

substrate was used (Bredemeyer et al., 2006). Integration sites were cloned

as described (Mahowald et al., 2009).

Generation and Analysis of HTGTS Libraries

Cells were treated with 3 mM STI571 (Novartis) and 100 nM TA (Sigma) for

4 days. In some experiments, 5Gy IR was applied at day 2. ATM inhibitor

(Ku55933, Tocris) was used at 15 mM. HTGTS was performed as described

(Chiarle et al., 2011) (see Extended Experimental Procedures).

Generation and Analysis of Hi-C Libraries

Hi-C was performed on A-MuLV transformants after 2 days of treatment with

3 mMSTI571 as described (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) with some modifica-

tions. Hi-C data were coverage-corrected (to account for restriction fragment

size andmappability) according to the total number of sequence reads in each

bin (see Extended Experimental Procedures).

Allele-Specific Analysis of Translocations

SNP data were downloaded from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (Yalcin

et al., 2011). We further extracted translocation coordinates that have SNPs

with ‘‘above threshold genotype’’ (ATG) tags between the 129S5 and BALB/

cJ strains. Translocations from six individual F1 libraries that contain those

SNPs were further analyzed and plotted.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

HTGTSdata are available fromNCBI/SRA (SRA049021). HiC data are available

under Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) accession number GSE35519 and

can be interactively visualized at http://hic.umassmed.edu.
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Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven

figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/
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